Special Thanks

Cancer Research UK for our speakers today

The Expanding Role of Primary Care in Cancer Control - GP Trainer Study Day

18th January 2018
Event Schedule

09:00 Registration
09:30 Plenary – The Expanding Role of Cancer Control in Primary Care
   Dr Richard Roope RCGP CRUK
   Clinical Cancer Lead

10:45 Coffee
11:15 Significant Event Audits – what can be learned? Results from Thames Valley and Newham to inform discussion and implications on practice
   Jen Yiiallouros, Qualjenuity

12.30 Lunch
13:30 Understanding cancer risk and educational tools
   Dr Pawan Randev, CRUK
14:00 Cancer Prevention, Behaviour change and e-cigarettes
   Professor Linda Bauld, CRUK
   University of Stirling

15:00 Tea
15:30 Early Diagnosis for GP trainers
   Dr Richard Roope RCGP CRUK
   Clinical Cancer Lead.

16:30 Close